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1. INTRODUCTION 
In two preceding papers [ 12, 133 initial and boundary value problems 
for the vector wave equation in exterior domains Q with regard to electric 
boundary conditions 
nxE=O,V.E=O on af2 (1.1) 
and magnetic boundary conditions 
nx(VxH)=O, n.H=O on asz, (1.2) 
respectively, have been studied. In [ 123 weak solutions were obtained by 
constructing suitable self-adjoint extensions A and A’ of the vector 
Laplacian -A with respect o the boundary conditions (1.1) and (1.2) and 
applying the functional calculus for unbounded self-adjoint operators. As 
shown in [13], the solutions are classical if the data are sufficiently 
smooth. The considerations include, as a special case, the initial and boun- 
dary value problem of perfect reflection for electromagnetic wave fields in 
homogeneous, isotropic media. 
The main object of the present paper is the investigation of the 
asymptotic behavior of the solutions E(x, t) and H(x, t) as t -+ co. The 
principal tool is the analysis of the spectral properties of the operators A 
and A’ in [ 141. In contrast to the scalar Laplacian with respect o Dirichlet 
or Neumann boundary data, A and A’ have non-trivial null spaces N(A) 
and N(A’) [ 14, Theorems 2.1 and 3.11. The presence of the eigenvalue 
%=O influences the asymptotics of the solutions in an essential way. For 
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example, it is possible to choose initial data with compact support such 
that the solution E(x, t) of the homogeneous wave equation a:E- AE = 0, 
subject to the boundary condition (l.l), increases with order t as t -+ co. In 
particular, the local decay property, which is one of the main aspects of the 
asymptotics in the scalar case, does not hold in general in the vector case. 
More generally, we consider the initial and boundary value problems 
a;E- AE= Fe-‘“’ in Q x (0, co), 
nxE=O,V.E=O on 22, (1.3) 
E(x, 0) = Go(x), aAx, 0) = G,(x) 
and 
afH-AH=Fe;e-‘“” in Q x (0, co), 
nx(VxH)=O, n.H=O on ai2, 
Wx, 0) = Go(x), a,H(x, 0) = G,(x) 
(1.4) 
with w>O and prescribed vector fields F, Go, and G, with bounded 
support. It will be shown in Section 3 that 
E(., t)=tE’l)+E(o)+eM”‘Eo,+o(l) (1.5) 
as t + cc uniformly in every compact subset of .Q, where E(O) and EC’) are 
solutions of the static problem 
AE=O in 52, nxE=O and V.E=OonaQ (1.6) 
and E, is the uniquely determined solution of the exterior boundary value 
problem 
AE,, + co2Ew = -F in Q, 
n x E,, = 0, V. E, = 0 on as2, (1.7) 
The field E”‘, appearing in the unbounded term of (1.5), is given by 
E”’ = p +o(;F+G,), 
where P+. denotes the projection from L2(Q) onto the null space N(A) of 
A. If one assumes in addition that F+ iwG, belongs to the orthogonal 
complement N(A)’ of N(A), then the static part E(O) in (1.5) is given by 
E(O) =p +o(-$F+Go). (1.9) 
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In particular, E satisfies the principle of limit amplitude 
E(., t)=e-‘“‘E,+o(l) as t-co (1.10) 
uniformly in every compact subset of $2 if F+ &Go and F+ ioG, belong to 
N(A)‘. Similar estimates will be derived for the solution of (1.4). 
In Section 4 the asymptotic results of Section 3 will be applied to the 
initial and boundary value problem of perfect reflection for electromagnetic 
waves in non-conducting media 
VxE= -a,H, VxH=a,E+Jeci”’ in L2 x (0, co), 
nxE=O, n.H=O on aa, (1.11) 
E(x, 0) = E,(x), H(x, 0) = Ho(x), 
where E,, H,, and J are prescribed vector fields with bounded support. 
Suppose that CX2 consists of n connected components S,, . . . . S,. We denote 
the topological genus of Si by pi and set p = p, + . . . + pn. It will be shown 
that 
E(., t)=E’“‘+e-‘w’E,+o(l) (1.12) 
and 
H(., t)=H’“‘+e-“‘H,+o(l) (1.13) 
as t + co uniformly in every compact subset of 52, where (E,, H,) is the 
uniquely determined solution of the boundary value problem 
VxE,-ioH,=O,VxH,+ioE,=J in Q, 
nxE,=O on a52, (1.14) 
The electrostatic field E(O) appearing in ( 1.12) is uniquely characterized by 
the properties 
VxEco)=O, V.,iol=V-(Eo-AJ) in Q, 
nx E(O)=0 on ai2, 
(1.15) 
asr=lxj-+co, 
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H(O) has the properties 
VxH’O’=O, V.fp’=V.H, in Q, 
n.H(O)=O on ai-2, (1.16) 
as r = 1x1 -b co. 
If p > 0, these properties do not yield a unique characterization of H(O). 
Under the additional assumption that p open surfaces S:, . . . . Sz c Q can be 
found such that O’:= Q-ST- ... -S,* is simply connected in the sense 
that every closed curve in 52’ can be continuously deformed into a point 
within 52’, it will be shown that the field H(O) appearing in (1.13) can be 
uniquely characterized by adding the flux conditions 
to (1.16). 
s 
n.H’“‘dS= 
I n.H,dS (j= 1, . . ..P) (1.17) s; s; 
The estimates (1.12) and (1.13) imply that the solution (E, H) of the 
electromagnetic problem (1.11) is bounded as t + co for arbitrary data E,, 
Ho, J. This stands in remarkable contrast to the fact that the solutions of 
the initial and boundary value problems (1.3) and (1.4) are unbounded as 
t + co for suitably chosen initial data. More precisely, (1.12) and (1.13) 
show that the electric field E as well as the magnetic field H consists of a 
static part, a time-harmonic part, and a transient part which decays to zero 
as t -+ cc uniformly in every compact subset of 0. It follows easily from 
(1.11) that the quantities 
,v.H, 
(i= 1, . . . . n), 
(1.18) 
(1.19) 
and 
s n.HdS (j= 1, . . ..P) (1.20) ST 
are independent of t. By (1.12b(1.13) and (1.15~(1.17), the principle of 
limit amplitude holds if and only if the data Eo, Ho, and J are chosen in 
such a way that the quantities (l.lS)-( 1.20) vanish for t = 0, and hence for 
every t > 0. Note that the electric charge density p(x, t), which is related to 
the prescribed electric current density J(x) e-‘“‘, is given by 
p=k v. Je-‘“I. (1.21) 
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Hence the first pair of conditions, required for the validity of the principle 
of limit amplitude or, equivalently, for the absence of static field com- 
ponents, coincides with the so-called third and fourth Maxwell equation 
V.E=p,V.H=O in sZx(0, 03). (1.22) 
In order to exclude static field components, the equations (1.22) have to be 
supplemented by the requirement that the electric charge integrals (1.19) 
and the magnetic flux integrals (1.20) vanish for t = 0, and hence for every 
t > 0. 
The asymptotic analysis presented in this paper is based on spectral- 
theoretical methods. According to the presence of the eigenvalue A = 0 at 
the lower bound of the continuous spectrum [0, co) of the operators A and 
A’, our approach requires sufficiently precise information on the behavior 
of the spectral families P, and P; of A and A’ near 2 = 0. In view of the 
well-known connection between the spectral family and the resolvent of a 
self-adjoint operator, these questions are closely related to the low 
frequency asymptotics for the solutions of the electric boundary value 
problem (1.7) and the corresponding magnetic problem. The first results on 
the low frequency behavior of the solutions of the electromagnetic boun- 
dary value problem (1.14) for the general case of multiply connected 
domains were obtained in [ 111. Further contributions were given by Kress 
[ 1,4] and Picard [6]. While the investigations in [ 111 and [ 1,4] are 
based on integral equation methods and apply to classical solutions, Picard 
uses an indirect compactness argument, introduced by Eidus [Z] in the 
case of the scalar wave equation, and considers weak solutions in a general 
Hilbert space setting, which includes also inhomogeneous and anisotropic 
media and non-smooth boundaries. Furthermore, he applies his results on 
the existence of the low frequency limit to the discussion of the initial and 
boundary value problem (1.11). His investigations are restricted to cases in 
which the static parts E(O) and H(O) in (1.12) and (1.13) vanish and, hence, 
the limit amplitude principle holds. 
In Section 2 we present an independent and self-contained approach to 
those parts of the low frequency theory that are relevant to the asymptotics 
of the solutions of problems (1.3), (1.4), and (1.11) as t + co. We show by 
a combination of integral equation methods and spectral-theoretical 
arguments that the solution E, of (1.7) satisfies an estimate of the type 
E,= ---$ P+,F+d c-,+C,+O(w) as o-+0 (1.23) 
uniformly in every compact subset of 52, where P,, denotes as above the 
projection of L,(Q) onto N(A). A similar estimate holds for the solution 
H, of the corresponding magnetic problem. Furthermore, we prove, by 
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employing a suitable version of the indirect method of Eidus, that not only 
P+J, but also C, vanishes if F belongs to the orthogonal complement 
N(A)’ of N(A). Thus E, converges to a limit as o * 0 if FE N(A)‘. These 
results are applied to the asymptotics of the initial and boundary value 
problems (1.3) and (1.4) in Section 3. It turns out that the solution E of 
( 1.3) is bounded as t + cc if and only if FE N(A )‘. In Section 4 we prove 
the estimates (1.12) and (1.13) for the solution (E, H) of the time-depen- 
dent Maxwell problem (1.11) by reducing (1.11) to problems (1.3) and 
(1.4). As we shall show, the right-hand side Fin (1.3) belongs to N(A)’ in 
the Maxwell case, so that the electric field is bounded as t -+ co. 
The asymptotics of the solutions of the initial and boundary value 
problems (1.3), (1.4), and (1.11) depend on the type of the domain. As an 
example of a class of unbounded domains, for which the asymptotic 
behavior of the solutions differs essentially from the situation in exterior 
domains, we mention cylindrical waveguides. As shown in [ 171, cylindrical 
waveguides have an infinite discrete set of resonance frequencies. 
The present paper completes the program started in [12] and continued 
in [13, 141. 
2. THE BEHAVIOR OF THE RESOLVENT NEAR 1, = 0 
Let Sz be the exterior of a finite collection of disjoint bodies with smooth 
boundaries S,, . . . . S,. Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to the investigation of 
the asymptotic behavior of the solutions E(x, t) and H(x, t) of problems 
(1.3) and (1.4) as t + co. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that 
F, Go, G, EC~(@ := C”(a)3, aikc-, 
F(x) = G,(x) = G,(x) = 0 for Ix.1 >a 
(2.1) 
with a suitable a > 0. Furthermore, we assume that the data are subject to 
the compatibility conditions 
nxAkF=nxAkG,=nxAkG,=O, 
V.AkF=V.AkGo=V.AkG,=O on at2 (k=O, 1, . ..) 
(2.2) 
in the case of the electric problem (1.3) and 
nx(VxAkF)=nx(VxAkG,)=,x(VxAkGl)=O, 
n~AkF=n~AkG,=n~AkG,=O on asz (k=O, 1, . ..) 
(2.3) 
in the case of the magnetic problem (1.4). In particular, (2.1 t(2.3) are 
satisfied if F, Go, G,ECF(Q) and X?EC5. By [13], the above 
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assumptions imply that problems (1.3) and (1.4) have uniquely determined 
solutions E and H belonging to C’(Q x [0, co)). It is possible to relax the 
assumptions (2.1)-(2.3) if only finite or weak differentiability properties of 
the solutions are required (cf. [ 131). 
The solution of (1.3) is given by 
Et.3 G=jom cos $ td(P,G,) + fom 9 d(P,G,) 
where PA is the (left continuous) spectral family of the self-adjoint positive 
operator A introduced in [12, Sect. 31 and $(A, t) is the solution of the 
initial value problem (8: + A)$ = e-‘“‘, $(A, 0) = a,ll/(A, 0) = 0: 
~(~,t)=~(e-iwf+lOsin~r-cos~r). 
J;i 
(2.5) 
The solution of (1.4) is obtained by replacing Pn in (2.4) by the spectral 
family P; of A’ (cf. [ 12, Sect. 33). By [ 14, Theorem 4.11 we have 
(f’iF)(x) = (P+oF)(x) +A 1’ (E~CFI - KJ,CFI)(~) ~7 (2.6) 
0 
for A > 0 and x E 0, where E, = E,[F] is the solution of the exterior boun- 
dary value problem 
AE, + K~& = -F in 52, 
nxE,=O,V.E,=O on a52, (2.7) 
EK=O(i), (g-iK)EK=o(i) as r=Ix]+co. 
It is well-known that this problem has a uniquely determined solution E, 
for every K with Im K 2 0 and K # 0 and that E,(x) depends analytically on 
Ic in B,:= {rcE@:Im ~20, K#O} for every xEQ (cf. [lo, Sects. II-III] 
and [ 14, Sect. 43). E,[F] is related to the resolvent R, = (A -z)-’ of A by 
R,F= E,[F] for zEC-[0, co), K’=Z, IrnK>O (2.8) 
(cf. [14, Lemma 4.33). 
The investigation of the asymptotics of E(x, t) as t + cc will be based on 
the representation (2.4)-(2.6) and requires a discussion of the behavior of 
$ PIF=i 2ni (E~CFI - E-JICFI) (2.9) 
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near 2 =0 or, equivalently, of E,[F] near K =O. The low frequency 
asymptotics of E, can be deduced from the integral equation approach, 
described in [lo, Sects. II-III], as we shall show in the following. 
Assume that Re K 2 0, Im K 2 0, and K # 0. Let D, be the interior of the 
closed surface S, and set Di : = Dil u . . u D,,. By [ 10, Sects. II-III] and 
[ 14, Sect. 41, we have 
E,=E;+ T, (2.10) 
with 
(2.11) 
and 
E;(x) := Vx 
- 
where (aK, h,, &) is the uniquely determined solution of the integral 
equations [ 10, (2.8), (2.9), (2.11)] with r = 1, S= &2, and 
c,= -nxT,, y,= -V.T, on an. (2.13) 
As in [ 10, Sect. III], these integral equations can be interpreted as an 
operator equation 
(ah-, b,, 2,) + K(G, b,, A,) = Cc,, ‘A Y,), (2.14) 
where K, is a compact operator acting from the Banach space B, 
introduced in [ 10, (3.1 k(3.4)], into itself. By [ 10, Lemmas 9 and lo], K, 
depends analytically on K in the whole complex plane with respect to the 
operator norm, and (I + K,) --I exists if Re K > 0, Im K > 0, and K # 0. These 
properties imply, by a theorem of Steinberg [7] (cf. also Haf [3]), that 
(I+ KK)-‘, as an operator-valued function of K, has a meromorphic exten- 
sion onto the whole plane. In particular, since (uK, b,, A,) = (I+ K,)-’ 
(c,, 0, yK), it follows from (2.10)-(2.13) that E,(x) can be extended into the 
lower complex halfplane such that E,(x) has for every XE 52 a Laurent 
expansion at K = 0 of the form 
E,(x)= f C”(X) Kn for O< 1~1 cd, (2.15) 
n= -“o 
where n, is the order of the pole 0 of (I+ K,) - ’ and d is the distance 
between 0 and the next pole K~ # 0 of (I+ K,)- ‘. We show that C,(x) = 0 
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for n < -2. In fact: By (2.8) and the functional calculus for self-adjoint 
operators, we have for r > 0 
and 
and hence 
and IIAEizII G$ lIdFIl. (2.16) 
These estimates, in combination with [13, Theorem 6.21, imply that, for 
any given bounded subset M of 0, there exists a c > 0 such that 
(2.17) 
for every x E A4 and every r > 0. In particular, the function K -+ E,(x), for 
fixed XEQ, has at most a pole of order 2 at K = 0, so that the Laurent 
expansion (2.15) reduces to 
E,(X)= f c,(X) Kn for o< IKl <d. (2.18) 
II= -2 
In order to determine C-,(x), we show that, for any given E > 0, there 
exists an u. E (0, I ) such that 
v(A) 4J’,F) - ~(0) P+oF (2.19) 
for every a E (0, a,) and every <p EC[O, 11, where ((cp(I m denotes the 
maximum norm in C[O, 11. If 0 < 6 < a < 1, we have, since P, = Ppo = 0, 
I a cp(l) 4f',F) - cp(O) P+oF 0 
= i ; Cdl) - do)1 4f’iF) 
+ dO)(P,F- P+oF) + j; cp(j*) 4P>.F), 
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and hence, by using basic properties of the projections P,! 
v(i) 4Pj.F) - do) P+oF II 
Q /VII ,yy, IcpW - (P(W . . 
+ Ildx. /lP,F-f’+,FlI + Il~llnc JbI d(llf’j.Fll1)] 
d IIFII ,~,y$‘, lcp(~)-dO)l +2 I/cp/lx IIP,F-P+oFII, . . 
since llP,FI12- IIP+oFI/2= IIP,F-P+,,FI12. By letting 610, we obtain 
II 
’ ~(J~)d(f’,F)-V(O)P+,F 62 IId, lIPoF-P+oFII. 
0 II 
Since P,F-+ P+oF as a 10, we can choose an a, E (0, 1) such that 
I/P,,F- P+,FII <c/2. Then (2.19) holds for every QE (0, ao). 
By applying (2.19) to v(R) = (A+ z’) ~’ with r > 0, we can find for any 
given E > 0 an a = U(E) > 0 such that 
d(P;,F)-f P+oF 
for every r > 0. Since 
j& 4Pi.F) <i IIFII, 
II 
it follows from (2.8) that 
IlEAF -$ P+oF G;+; IIFII 
!I 
for every r > 0. Furthermore, we have 
EirCFl- f P+oF = IIA&CFI II 
= &z d(f’,F) < IJFIl. 
II 
Hence, by [ 13, Theorem 6.21, there exists, for any given bounded subset A4 
of 8, a c > 0 such that 
~E,IFl(~)-$ (P,~F)(s)~~C[~+(&+l) IIFII] (2.20) 
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for every XEM, every E>O, and every z>O. Now choose t,=rJc)>O 
such that E/z~(E)~ = (l/a(a) + 1) IIFII. Then (2.20) implies that 
E,,CFl(x) -$ (P+J)(x) G$ (2.21) 
for every x E M, every E > 0, and every T with 0 < T < TV. Thus we obtain 
T’E,T[F;l(X) + (P+oF)(X) as Tlo (2.22) 
uniformly in every bounded subset M of 6. By comparison with (2.18), we 
conclude that 
Cp, = -P,,,F. (2.23) 
Now we turn to the discussion of the residuum 
C-*(x)=&j J%(X) dK (0 < P < 4 (2.24) 
IKI =P 
of E,(x) at K =O. It follows by analytical continuation that formulas 
(2.10))(2.12), with 
(uK,bX,lK):= (I+K,)-l(-nxT,,O,-V~TK), (2.25) 
remain valid in the whole punctuated disc 0 < 1~1 cd. Hence we conclude 
from (2.10)-(2.12) and the integral equations [lo, (2.8), (2.9), (2.11)] (with 
T= 1 and S=&2) that 
E, E C(o) n C2(1;2), V. E, E C(o), 
AE, -I- K'& = -F in 0, (2.26) 
nxE,=O, V.E,=O on 352 
for every complex K with 0 < 1~1 < d. By (2.12) and (2.14), the Laurent 
expansion of EL and its termwise derivatives of arbitrary order with respect 
to x converge uniformly in K x {K: 1~1 = p} for every compact subset K of 
Sz and 0 < p cd. The same statement holds for the Taylor expansion of T, 
around K = 0 and its termwise derivatives up to order 2, as an integration 
by parts shows 
iK Ix-v 
Y& T,(x) = -& c, F(Y) $ b dy 
I 1 
1 
I 
iK lx-yl 
=z 
?- F(y) !---- 
R aYi IX-Y1 dy 
(2.27) 
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(n = (nl, n,, n3) = normal unit vector on aQ). Hence the derivatives of the 
Laurent series (2.18) with respect to x up to order 2 can be obtained by 
termwise differentiation and are continuous in Sz x {rc: lrc = p} for 
0 < p cd. Thus (2.24) implies 
AE,(x) dK 
Id = P 
(2.28) 
for x E Sz and 0 < p < d. Since AE, = --KEEP - F by (2.26), it follows from 
(2.18) that AE,(x) depends analytically on K for 1x1 cd, so that the integral 
in (2.28) vanishes. This yields 
AC-,=0 in Sz. (2.29) 
By taking Holder norms for a and A in the discussion of the integral 
equations [lo, (2.8), (2.9), (2.11)], it follows from the argument, used in 
the proof of [9, Sect. 5, Corollar zu Satz 11, that E,(x) and V. E,(x) 
depend continuously on x and K in 0 x {K: [xl= p} for 0 < p < d (compare 
also the remark after [ 14, Lemma 4.43. Hence (2.7) and (2.24) imply 
nxC_,=O,V.C_,=O on asz. (2.30) 
The same argument can be applied to the discussion of the next coefficient 
(2.31) 
in the Laurent expansion (2.18). We have by (2.7) 
AC,(x) =k f i AE,(x) die 
Id=iJ K 
1 =-- 
I 27ci (K~=p 
KE,(x) dK - F(x). 
Since 
s K&(X) drc = -P+,F I drc IKI =P -= -2niP+,F IKI =P K 
by (2.18) and (2.23), we obtain 
AC0 = P+,F- F in Q, 
nxC,=O,V.C,=O on asz. 
Thus we have verified: 
(2.32) 
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THEOREM 2.1. Under the assumptions on F and 852, stated in the begin- 
ning of this section, the solution E, of the boundary value problem (2.7) 
satisfies the estimate 
E,= -$ P+,,F+; Cp, +C,+O(IKI) as K+O (2.33) 
untformly in every compact subset of Q, where P+O is the projection of L*(Q) 
onto the null space N(A) of the self-adjoint extension A of -A, introduced in 
[ 12, Sect. 31, and C_, and C, are solutions of the static problems 
(2.29t(2.30) and (2.32) respectively. 
Note that C, and C, are not uniquely determined by the properties 
(2.29)-(2.30) and (2.32). The remaining part of this section is devoted to 
the special case FE N(A)‘. As we shall show in Section 4, this case suffices 
for the discussion of the asymptotic properties of electromagnetic waves in 
exterior domains. We shall prove in the following that C-, vanishes if 
F‘E N(A)‘, so that (2.33) reduces to E,= C,+ O(/K~) as K +O with 
AC, = -F in !G?. In particular, it follows from (2.18) that E,(x) is analytic 
at K=O for every XEQ if FEN(A)‘. 
Assume that FE N(A)‘. By (2.33) C -,(x) vanishes for XE Q if and only 
if E,(x) is bounded as r 10. We show: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let E, be the solution of the boundary value problem (2.7) 
with prescribed FE N(A)‘. Then there exists, for any given real numbers 
t0 > 0 and r > 0 and any integer m 2 0, a C > 0 such that 
lIEi,Il,,r< C (2.34) 
for every t E (0, r,], where /I .. . lIm.r denotes the norm of the mth Sobolev 
space H,( T,) = H,( T,)3 for the domain 
T,:= {xeQ: 1x1 <r}. (2.35) 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 for m = 2, by applying Sobolev’s inequality, 
that E,(x) is bounded as r JO uniformly in every bounded subset of 0. 
Hence the remark preceding Lemma 2.1 shows that C-i vanishes in 52. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Choose R > 0 such that F vanishes for 1x1 > R and 
XJ is contained in the ball 1x1 <R. Without loss of generality, we can 
assume that m > 2 and r > R. Suppose that Lemma 2.1 is not valid. Then 
there exists a sequence {z,} in (0, r,] with rp + 0 and 
(2.36) 
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for every positive integer p. Set 
Eir,, F 
‘, := IIEirpllm,,’ G, := -’ IIEirpIIm,r 
Since II v,ll m,r = 1, it follows from Rellich’s selection theorem, applied to the 
bounded domain T,, that the sequence (~~1 can be chosen such that { VP} 
converges in H, _ i( T,). Since 
-AVp++‘p=G, (2.38) 
by (2.7) and (2.37) and since IIGJmPl,,+O by (2.36), (2.38) implies that 
also {AV,} converges in H,_ i( T,). Choose an r’ with R < r’ -c r. Since 
VP - V, E D(A), it follows from [ 13, Theorem 6.11 (with A = 0) that there 
exists a C>O such that I/VP- ~qllm+I.r~~~(I14Vp- I/y)llm--l,r+ 
I/ VP - V,II,,,) for every pair of positive integers p, q, In particular, the 
sequence { VP} converges to a limit V in H, + ,( T,,). Since m + 1 > 4, we 
conclude from Sobolev’s inequality that {VP} converges to V in C2(Tr,) 
with respect to the norm 
(2.39) 
so that VE C*( T,,). Furthermore, since rP + 0 and G, + 0, we obtain by 
(2.37) and (2.38) 
AV=O in ??,,, 
nxV=O,V.V=O on asz. 
(2.40) 
Since F=O for 1x1 > R, it follows from (2.10)-(2.12) that E, decays 
exponentially as (xl + cc if Im K > 0. Hence, by (2.38), VP is an exponen- 
tially decreasing solution of AV, - rz VP = 0 for 1x1 > R. The standard 
representation theorem for the reduced vector wave equation (cf. [l, 
Theorem 4.131) implies for 1x1 > R 
V,(x) = V x I,~“, = R (n(r) x V,(Y)) ~~~~~~ ds, 
-!I 
-Tp Ix--YI 
IyI=R 
n(y). V,(Y) lx Ix d-Y1 ds, 
+I 
,-‘pIX-Yl 
1.~1 = R [n(y) x (V x V,(Y)) - n(y) V. VJY)I 4n lx + ds,. 
(2.41) 
409’135 I.9 
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Recall that VP converges to Vin T,, with respect o the norm (2.39). Hence, 
by taking the limit p + co, we obtain 
VP + w for IxJ> R (2.42) 
with 
W(x) := VX~,,,=~ (nb)x V(Y)) 4n ,;-p, ds, 
-VS n(Y). V(Y) 1 471 Ix -A 4 I.)‘/ = R 
+.I IYI = R C~Y)X (Vx V(Y))-~(Y)~. V(v)1 4n ,j+ dS.v. 
(2.43) 
Since VP + V in T+, V and W coincide for R < 1x1 <r’. By (2.40) and 
(2.43) V can be extended to a solution of the boundary value problem 
AV=O in Q, 
(2.44) 
nx v=o, v. v=o on LM2, 
by setting 
V(x) : = W(x) for 1x1 > Y’. (2.45) 
By (2.43) and (2.45) we have 
V=Cl(~),a,V=0($) asp=Ixl+co. 
It follows from (2.44) and (2.46) that 
s (IVx V12+ IV. V12)dx =, 
= 
I V+Px(VxV)+PV.V]dx TP 
= I ,x,=p [-(nxQ(VxV)+(nT)V4’]dS=O 
(2.46) 
as p + co, and hence 
vx v=o, v. v=o in 0, 
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so that (2.43) reduces to 
-!I n(y). V(Y) 1 47c IX-Y1 dS.b for 1x1 > R. (2.47) IYI = R 
By (2.45) and (2.47), the estimate (2.46) can be improved to 
a,a,v=o 1 
0 
(2.48) 
P4 
as p = 1x1 + co. 
This, together with the boundary conditions (2.44), shows that V belongs 
to the linear space S introduced in [ 12, Sect. 31. Since SC D(A) by [12, 
Cor. 2 to Lemma 3.11, we obtain V E D(A ), and hence, since A V = 0 in Sz, 
VE N(A). 
Our next aim is to verify that also 
VE N(A)l. 
(2.49) 
(2.50) 
Combining (2.49) and (2.50), we get V=O in 52. By (2.8) and (2.37), we 
have 
AV,+T;V~=G,. (2.51) 
Since FEN(A)‘, (2.37) implies G,eN(A)‘, and hence, by (2.51), 
(Al’,, U)+r;(V,, U)=O (2.52) 
for every UE N(A). Note that (Al/,, U) = (VP, AU) = 0 for UE N(A). Thus 
(2.52) yields 
(VP, U)=O for every U E N(A), (2.53) 
so that VP E N(A)l for every p. We shall show that (2.53) implies 
(V, U)=O for every U E N(A). (2.54) 
This requires a careful analysis of the asymptotic behavior of VP and the 
elements of N(A) as 1x1 -+ co. 
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Suppose as in [14] that X! consists of n connected components 
s 1, . . . . S,. As shown in [ 14, Sect. 23, a basis of N(A) is given by the fields 
Ai=Vqi (i’ 1, . ..) n), (2.55) 
where cp, is the solution of the boundary value problem 
Acp,=O in R, 
cp,=6- ‘I on S,, (2.56) 
cp,=o !. 
(> P ’ 
vcp,=o $ 
( > 
as p = 1x1 -+ co. 
Since 
1 
- cPi(Y) Ixeyl dsy 1 (2.57) 
for (xl > R, we have by (2.55) 
as 1x1 -+ cc 
with 
1 
ci:= G I 
2 cpi dS. 
,y,=R an 
The crucial point of the verification of (2.54) consists in proving that 
s V,(x). Ai dx + 0 asa-rcc (2.60) 1x1 z a 
uniformly with respect to p. Since VP is an exponentially decreasing 
solution of A V,, - riVp = 0 for 1x1 > R, Green’s formula implies for 1x1 > R 
VP= v;+ v; (2.61) 
with 
ds, (2.62) 
and 
Vi(x) := --&- jl.,,cR; V,(Y) ‘;;y dSY. (2.63) 
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Note that the sequences { 1 V,(y)1 } and { I ( J/&I) vP( y )I } are uniformly 
bounded on lyl = R, since { VP} converges to I/ in T,. with respect to the 
norm (2.39). Hence it follows from (2.62) that 
> 
as lx/ + cc (2.64) 
uniformly with respect o p. By (2.58) and (2.64), there exists a d,>O such 
that 
for 1x1 > R + 1 and every p. Thus we obtain for a > R + 1 
4nd,, 
=LI(l+e-TPa), 
and hence 
(2.65) 
with d, : = 8nd, for every a > R + 1 and every p. 
In order to discuss the contribution of the second term Vi, we note that 
e -7 /T-.)1 -- T I I ~ ” I 
/x-y1 =e 1x1 
1 
=m ew 
1 
=m exp 
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with x0 : = x//xl uniformly with respect o z and y for t E (0, l] and lyj = R. 
Hence it follows from (2.63) that 
- Tp Id 1 
Vi(x) = CPM e ,x, + 0 )x)2 ( 1 as 
uniformly with regard to p with 
C,(x,) := -&J IYI =R 
XI -+ 00 (2.66) 
dy. (2.67) 
By (2.58) and (2.66), we have 
s -‘Ip 1x1 /XI V$Aidx=cj 1 > 0 s 1x1 T-0 x,~Cp(xo) e,x,3 dSx+O a 0 
= ci z.C,,(z)dS, 1 j-m 7 ,+0(i) a 
as a + cc uniformly with respect to p. Inserting (2.67), we obtain 
s 
121 = 1 
--&I e9Z.Y 
121 = 1 
z.[j. 
IYI = R 
- in V,(Y) dy 1 6 zX,(z)dS,= 
1 =-- 41c ze Qz .Y ds, V,(y) 4. 121 = 1 1 .& 
Note that 
5 ztYydS,=j z dS, + O(t,) = O(r,) asp-cc 121 = 1 Jz/ = 1 
uniformly with regard to y for ly/ = R. Since (a/&) V,(y) is uniformly 
bounded on lyl = R, this implies 
I z . C,(z) dS, = O(r,) asp+cc, (21 = 1 
and hence 
s 
V;.Aidx=O i+r, j-* Fdr) asa-cc 
/XI 2-a a 
uniformly with respect to p. Since 
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(2.68) 
uniformly with regard to p. Combining (2.65) and (2.68), we obtain 
i 1.X > (1 
VP.Aidx=O $ 
0 
asa-+co (2.69) 
uniformly with respect to p. In particular, (2.60) holds uniformly with 
regard to p. 
The remaining part of the verification of (2.54) is straightforward. 
Consider a given E >O. By (2.48), (2.58), and (2.69), we can choose an 
a > R such that 
V.Aidx <f (2.70) 
)i (I 
and 
z a 
V,.A,dx <; (2.71) 
for i = 1, . . . . n and every p. Recall that VP -+ V in T,, with respect to the 
norm (2.39). In particular, we have VP + V uniformly in T,.. Furthermore, 
it follows from (2.41), (2.43), and (2.45) that yP + V uniformly in 
r’ G 1x1 <a. Thus VP converges to V uniformly in T, = {x ES% (xl <a}. 
Hence there exists a p,, such that 
(V- VP).Aidx <; 
for i= 1, . . . . n and p>po. Combining (2.70)-(2.72), we obtain 
(V- VP).Aidx <E 
for i = 1, . . . . n and p>po, and hence by (2.53) 
(V, Ai)= lim (VP, A,)=0 
P-m 
(2.72) 
for i = 1, . . . . n. Since A,, . . . . A, is a basis of N(A), this yields (2.54) or, 
equivalently, (2.50). Since VEN(A)~N(A)‘, we obtain V=O. Thus we 
have shown that VP converges to 0 in T,, with respect to the norm (2.39). 
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This implies by (2.41) that VP and all derivatives of VP of arbitrary order 
converge to 0 uniformly in r’ < 1x1 < r. On the other hand, the analysis 
preceding (2.39) shows that VP -+ V=O in H,(T,.). Combining both 
statements, we obtain VP -+ 0 in H,(T,), and hence 
in contradiction to (2.37). This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
As noted above, Lemma 2.1 implies that C_ i = 0 if FE N(A)‘. Since also 
Ce2 = -P+,F=O by (2.23), the Laurent series (2.18) has no terms with 
negative exponents, so that E,(x) depends analytically on K in a 
neighborhood of K =O. By (2.32), E,,= Co is a solution of the boundary 
value problem 
AE, = -Fin Q, nxE,=O and V.E,=O on dQ. (2.73) 
In addition, E, satisfies the asymptotic estimates 
Eo=O(&), &E,,=O(&) as IXI--‘a. (2.74) 
In fact: In analogy to (2.41) we have for t > 0 and 1x1> R 
E,(x) = V x 5,,., = R (4~) x E,(Y)) ;,,-;;:zl dsy 
-vI n(y) heir ’ 
-7 /r-.).1 
dS,, 
11.1 = R 471 IX-Y1 
+I 
-T Ix-,& 
11.1 = R 
Cn(~)x(VxEi,(y))-n(y)V.E,,(y)l ln Ix-yJ dS,v. 
Taking the limit tJ0, we obtain (2.74). Thus we have shown: 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose, in addition to the assumptions tated in the 
beginning of this section, that F belongs to N(A)‘, where N(A) denotes as in 
Theorem 2.1 the null space of A. Let E, be the solution of the boundary value 
problem (2.7) for Im K 2 0 and K # 0. Then the function K --+ E,(x) has for 
every x E tC2 an analytic continuation onto a neighborhood of K = 0. The limit 
E, of E, as K + 0 is a solution of the boundary value problem (2.73k(2.74). 
Remark. The assumption FE N(A)l in Theorem 2.2 is satisfied if either 
(a) F=V x G, where GE Cm(D) has bounded support or (b) F= Vtj, 
where I,$ E Cm(a) has bounded support and vanishes on aQ. 
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Proof of the Remark. If (a) holds, then it follows from (2.55) and (2.56) 
by the Theorem of Stokes that 
= -I, q,n.FdS= -!” 
SC 
n.FdS= -$, n.(VxG)dS=O. 
If (b) holds, then 
(F,A,)=j AJt//dx=j V.($A,)dx= -?’ $n.AidS=O. 
$2 R SR 
Thus we obtain FE N(A)’ in both cases, since A,, . . . . A, is a basis of N(A). 
All considerations of this section can be extended to the exterior 
boundary value problem 
AH, + ic2HK = -F in Q, 
nx(VxH,)=O, n.H,=O on af2, (2.75) 
H,=O(:), (f-iK)HK=o(f) asr=Ixj-+oO. 
As shown in [14, Sect. 51, this problem has under the assumptions (2.1) 
and (2.3) on %2 and F a uniquely determined solution H, for every K with 
Im k 3 0 and K #O, and H,(x) depends analytically on K for x E Sz. 
H, = H, [F] is related to the resolvent Ri = (A’ - z) ~ ’ of the operator A’ 
intoduced in [ 12, Sect. 31 by 
R;F= HJF] for zEC-- [0, oo), ic’=z, Imrc>O. (2.76) 
It follows as above that H,(x) has a meromorphic extension onto the 
whole complex plane and that the Laurent expansion at K = 0 has the form 
H,(x)= f D,(x) K”. (2.77) 
n= -2 
In analogy to Theorem 2.1, we obtain: 
THEOREM 2.3. Under the assumptions (2.1) and (2.3) on F and Xl, the 
solution H, of the boundary value problem (2.75) satisfies the estimate 
H,= -f P’+,F+; D~,+D,+O(llcl) as ic+O (2.78) 
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uniformly in every compact subset of Q, where Pi0 is the projection of L,(Q) 
onto the null space N(A’) of the self-adjoint extension A’ of -A, introduced 
in [ 12, Sect. 31. D.. , and D, are solutions of the static problems 
AD-, =0 in Q, nx(VxD-,)=O and n.D ~, = 0 on %2 (2.79) 
and 
AD, = P’+,F- F in 52, 
nx(VxD,)=O, n.D,=O on an 
(2.80) 
Let pi be the topological genus of the ith component Si of 852 and set 
p=p1+ ... +pn. As shown in [ 14, Sect. 31, a basis of the null space N(A’) 
of A’ is given by the fields 
Bi = B; + VI,+, (i= 1, . . . . p) (2.81) 
with 
1 
B:(x):=$Vxj - 
c: t(Y) Ixmy, 4, 
(2.82) 
where CT, . . . . CF are suitably chosen closed curves in R3 - Sz, t denotes the 
unit vector in tangential direction, and $< is the solution of the exterior 
Neumann problem 
A$;=0 in 0, 
t tii= -n.Bi on asz, (2.83) 
+=O(t),V*=O(f) asr=Ix]+co. 
CF runs along the ith handle Hi of aQ = S, + ... + S, exactly once and 
does not circulate along any other handle Hj. Note that (2.57) remains 
valid if ‘pi is replaced by $,. Hence (2.81) and (2.82) imply, in analogy to 
(2.58), that 
as 1x1 + 00 (2.84) 
with 
1 
ci:= 4n i ,-“, = R i $i dS> di : = & lcT t ds. 
By using (2.84) we obtain the following counterpart to Lemma 2.1 
(2.85) 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let H, be the solution of the boundary value problem (2.75) 
with prescribed FE N(A’)‘. Then there exists, for any given real numbers 
t0 > 0 and r > 0 and any integer m 3 0, a C > 0 such that 
for every T E (0, zo]. 
IIHirIIw < C (2.86) 
Proof. It suffices to consider the case m > 2, r > R. Suppose that a 
sequence {T,} in (0, T,] exists such that T, + 0 and 11 HirJ > q for every 
positive integer q. Set 
Hirq 
v4 := IIHiryllm,r’ G4 := 
F 
lIfL&,,,r’ 
(2.87) 
By Reilich’s selection theorem, the sequence {TV} can be chosen such that 
{ I’,} converges to a limit V in H, ~ i( T,). The remaining part of the proof 
follows the argument in the proof of Lemma 2.1. In order to verify 
VE N(A’)I, the fields A,, . . . . A, have to be replaced by the basis B,, . . . . B, 
of N(A’) introduced in (2.81). In analogy to (2.68), we have to show that 
(2.88) 
uniformly with respect to q. We have by (2.66) and (2.84) 
s 1x1 >u 
I’;. Bj dx 
= s Ccixo.C,(x,)+(d,xx,).C,(x,)l e dS, + 0 1 ,~,>~ I4 0 a 
z.C,(z)dS,+di.j ,-,=, 1 zxC,(z)dS,] jql a 7 dr Ii1 = 1 
+o 1 
0 a 
as a + co. It follows from (2.67) that 
s 
zxC,(z)dz= -A ze 
(z( = I (21 = 1 
‘ey dS, x; V,(y) dy= o(T,) 1 
as q -+ 00, since 
s z,dS,=O for j= 1, 2, 3. IZI = 1 
Hence the argument, leading to (2.68), implies (2.88). 
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By Lemma 2.2, we have D_, =D-,=O if FEN(A Thus we obtain in 
analogy to Theorem 2.2: 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that the assumptions (2.1) and (2.3) on F and X? 
are satisfied and that, in addition, FE N(A’)i. Let H, be the solution of the 
boundary value problem (2.75). Then the function K -+ H,(x) has for every 
x E D an analytic continuation onto a neighborhood of K = 0. The limit H, of 
H, as K + 0 is a solution of the boundary value problem 
AH,= -F in Sz, nx(VxH,)=O and n.H,=O on X& 
Ho=+-), d;&=$-+) as 1x1 +*. 
Remark. The assumption FE N(A’)l in Theorem 2.4 is satisfied if either 
(a) F=V$, where Ic/ E C(D) has bounded support or (b) F=V x G, where 
G E Cm(a) has bounded support and n x G = 0 on a&?. 
Proof of the Remark. Since V. Bi= 0 in Q and n . Bi= 0 on BQ by 
(2.81-2.83), assumption (a) implies 
(F, Bi)=j Bi.V@dx=[ V.(II/B,)dx= -/ $n.B,dS=O. 
a I2 ?R 
Since Vx B, =0 by (2.81-2.82) and [14, (3.3)], we conclude from (b) that 
(F, BJ=/o (VxG).B,dx=[ V.(GxB,)dx 
R 
=- JaQ n.(GxB,)dS= -I, (nxG).BrdS=O. 
Thus we obtain FE N(A’)I in both cases, since B,, . . . . B, is a basis of 
N( A’). 
We conclude this section with an extension of Lemma 2.1, which can be 
used to obtain uniform estimates in bounded subsets of 0 as t + co. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let E, be the solution of (2.7) with FE N(A)‘. Then there 
exists, for any positive real numbers oO, tO, r and any integer m > 0, a C > 0 
such that IlEA m,r <Cfor every rc=o+iT with -a,<a<a,andO<t<z,. 
Proof As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, it suffices to consider the case 
m > 2 and r > R. Suppose that Lemma 2.3 is not valid. Then there exists a 
sequence (K,} with IRe lcpl < oo, 0 < Im K,, < TV, Im ICY -+ 0 and IIE,,ll,,r >p 
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for every positive integer p. By Rellich’s selection theorem, the sequence 
{K,} can be chosen such that 
EiKp 
VP := II&&,, (2.90) 
converges in H,,- i( T,). Furthermore, by taking a subsequence, we can 
assume that there exists a real number K with rep + K as p + co. If K = 0, 
then the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 yields a contradic- 
tion. If K # 0, then the argument leading to (2.40) shows that the limit I/ of 
{ VP} belongs to C’( Tr,) for every r’ with R < r’ < r and satisfies 
dv+K2v=o in T,!, 
nx v=o, v.v=o on ai-2. 
(2.91) 
Since 
Vpb)=/ 
a e iKplX-V 
V,(Y) - -a V,(Y) 
eiKp Ix--r.1 
Iyl=R an,. 471 Ix-y1 an 4n IX-Y1 1 dS? 
for 1x1 > R and VP -+ V in C’( T,.), V can be extended to a solution of the 
homogeneous exterior problem 
di'-+K2v=o in Q, 
nxV=O,V.V=O on asz, (2.92) 
V=O(i), (g-k) V=o(:) asr=Ixl+co, 
by setting 
w=J 
a e iK Ix-y1 
V(Y) - -a V(Y) 
eiK lx-YI 
an, 47~ Ix-y1 an 47c Ix-Yl 1 dS, (2.93) lyl=R 
for IxI> r’. Thus the uniqueness theorem for the boundary value problem 
(2.7) implies V= 0 in Q. Since II V,ll,,, = 1 by (2.90), we obtain a contra- 
diction by the argument used at the end of the proof of Lemma 2.1. This 
concludes the proof of Lemma 2.3. 
It follows from Lemma 2.3 and Sobolev’s inequality that E,(x), as a 
function of x and K, is bounded in T,x {K=c+iT: 1~1 <a,, O<rb~,}. 
Since E,(x) depends continuously on (x, K) in fl x B, with 
B,:= (rc:Imrc>O, rc#O} by [14, Lemma4.51, we obtain: 
LEMMA 2.4. Let E, be the solution of (2.7) with FE N(A)I. Then there 
exists, for any positive real numbers co, tO, and r, a C> 0 such that 
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IE,(x)l < C for every x E 0 with 1x1 <I and every K = o + iz with IoJ Q cO, 
O<zdr, and !c#O. 
The same methods yield: 
LEMMA 2.5. Let E, be the solution of (2.7) for Im K 20 and K #O, and 
consider a real K~ # 0. Then the estimate 
E,(x) - E,,(x) = o( t K - %I ) as K-K0 
holds uniformly with respect o x in every bounded subset of 0. 
A proof of Lemma 2.5 can be obtained by combining the indirect 
method of Eidus [2] with the regularity theory for the operator A 113, 
Theorems 6.1 and 6.21. We refer to [S, Sects. 2-51 for a detailed proof in a 
related situation. 
Analogous statements hold for the solution H, of the boundary value 
problem (2.75). 
3. ASYMPTOTIC ESTIMATES FOR THE VECTOR WAVE EQUATION 
In this section we apply the results of the preceding section to the dis- 
cussion of the asymptotic behavior of the solutions E(x, t) and H(x, t) of 
the initial and boundary value problems (1.3) and (1.4) as t + co. We 
assume that the data satisfy the conditions (2.1k(2.3). 
At first we consider the special case Go = G, = 0. Then (2.4) reduces to 
El., t) = Jam $(A t) d(P,F). (3.1) 
By using the regularity theory for the vector Laplacian -d with respect o 
the boundary conditions (1.1) (compare, in particular, [ 13, Theorems 6.1 
and 6.2]), the proof of [16, Lemma 3.11 can be extended to the situation 
considered here, and we obtain in analogy to [16, Lemma 3.21 under the 
assumptions (2.1) and (2.2) on F and CM2: 
LEMMA 3.1. Consider a bounded subset M of 0. Then there exists a y > 0 
such that 
’ v(A) d(PiF) (xl by II(Pg-P,) 4 1 I swr I dx)l (3.2) ci<x<B 
for every XE M, every interval [cc, /I?] with - co < LX < j? < ~13, and every 
bounded cp E C[ol, 81 (with P, = I). 
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Let M be a given compact subset of 52 and consider a prescribed E > 0. 
By (2.5) and Lemma 3.1, we can choose an M > w2 such that 
ID 
n; $(A t) d(P,F) lx) <E 1 I (3.3) a 
for every x E M and every t > 0 and 
(3.4) 
for every x E M and every r > 0. Applying (2.19) to cp = +( ., t) and letting 
a + 0, we obtain 
j^ ‘ML t) d(P;.F) = WA t) P+oF+ t;lE i,^ $(A t) 4Pi.F). (3.5) 
0 
By (2.9), we have 
J’ $(A t, d(P,F)=& Jz $(A t)(E.J-E-v&) dE* (3.6) 
v 9 
for O< q <a, where E, = E,[F] is the solution of the boundary value 
problem (2.7). The relation (3.6) can be verified by the same argument as 
in the scalar case (cf. [ 15, (3.30) ff.]) Combining (2.5), (3.5), and (3.6), we 
get 
I a ‘)(A, t) d(P,F) = 0 ( ; + * -;;““> P+oF 
Note that the last integral converges, since 
uniformly in M by Theorem 2.1. By (2.5) and (3.8), we have 
& rl/& W\fi-E&)=~ C-,(x) i. i 1 sin fi t + PIbY 4 t) 
with 
P’(X, A, t)= o(i-“2) as 210 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
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uniformly for (x, t) E M x [O, 00). By (3.8) and (3.10), we can choose a 
BE (0, o*) such that 
0) 
for xEM and t>O, 
s ; IP,(x, 4 111 d/l.<E (3.11) 
(ii) I& jo’---&/(E~-Ee~-$ C-,) (x)) dkc (3.12) 
for x E M, and 
(iii) 
for XEM. It follows from (3.1), (3.3), (3.7), (3.9), and (3.11) that 
with 
(3.14) 
for x E M and t 2 0. The substitution A= 5*/t* yields 
sin 4 t T&2 j’Qo~d~+z as t+co. 
0 
Hence there exists a to > 0 such that 
/~C~,,,,(jo~~d~-n)l<, 
for x E M and t 2 to. Inserting this estimate into (3.13), we obtain 
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with 
Mx, t)l < 3s (3.16) 
for xEM and tat,,. 
In order to discuss the asymptotic behavior of the integral in (3.15) as 
t-co, we proceed as in [16]. Set, for 0<6<2o, 
6,=6,(6):=6(20-6), 6, = h,(6) : = 6(20 + 6). (3.17) 
By [16, (4.3)], we have 
= ltie~“” _ 2je-i<fJl s m sin < - d5 + cog(t) 5 (3.18) 6f 
with 
o&(t) -+ 0 as SJO (3.19) 
uniformly with respect to t E [0, co). Recall that E,(x), for fixed x E Sz, is 
analytic at K = o and at K = --CD. By (2.10)-(2.14), there exists a p > 0 such 
that the Taylor expansions of E,(x) at w and --o converge uniformly in 
Mx (K: \KTCB Gp). In particular, we have 
(E~--E~)-(E,,-E~,,)=O(I~-W20 as A-+02 (3.20) 
uniformly in M. By (2.5), (3.19), and (3.20) we can choose a 6 with 
0 < 6 < 2w such that 
(i’) fl<w2-dI and u2+6,<a, 
(ii’) (l/271) I(&--E-,)(x)1 ~Iwa(t)l <E for (x, t)eMx [0, co), 
(iii’) (1/2n) s$Zi; IW, t)l IC(E~--E-~)-(E,,-E-,)l(x)l dA 
<E for (x, t) f M x [0, co), 
(iv’) (1/2n) j$‘i; 
<E for xEM, and 
(l/IA-0’1) IC(E~--E~~)-(E,-E-,)l(x)l di 
(v’) (1/2X) I(E,-E-,)(x)[ln(l+ (d/20))--ln(l- (6/20))]\ <E for 
XEM. 
After having fixed 6, we choose t, >, t, such that 
(3.21) 
409’135 I-10 
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for x E M and t 2 t I. The choice of 6 and t 1 implies by (3.18) 
1 
s 
<2 f 62 
271i UJ- 6, $(A t)bQ-E-&(x) d2 
=& (Ew-E-,)(x)J,(t) 
+ki I
02+62 
co-6, #(A> WQ- E-d) - (Ew - LJl(x) d2 
=;(E,,-Ep,)(x)e-““‘+y,(x, t) 
with Ip4(x, t)l<3s for XEM and tat,, and hence by (3.15)-(3.16) 
E(., t) = ;+ 
1 _ ,-iwt 
co* 
P+,F-; c_, +;(E,,-E-,,)e-‘“’ 
+$I II/(~,~)(EJz-E-~)~~+~,(.,~) 
Q 
(3.22) 
with 
and 
Q:= [~,o*-S,]u[0”+6~,ct] (3.23) 
bdx, t)l < 6~ (3.24) 
for XEM and tat,. 
(x, p2) E A4 x Q, we obtain 
Since (d/dp)(E, - E-,)(x) is bounded for 
as t --f co uniformly in M, by substituting A = ,u* and performing an 
integration by parts. Hence, by (2.5), there exists a t2 2 t1 such that 
(E,+rk,,dd~ <E 
for x E A4 and t >, t2. Furthermore, we can choose a 7. > 0 such that 
1 
A-02-i7 
W,,rE-J;iW <E 
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for 0 < r 6 r0 and x E M. Combining the last two estimates, we get 
with 
IPCAX, 4 711 < 2 (3.26) 
for x E M, t > t, and 0 < T < rO. On the other hand, we have by (2.9) and 
(2.19) (compare the argument leading to (3.7)) 
This, together with (3.4) and (3.23) implies 
1 
s 
1 
271i Q %-u2-iT (Q-E+) dL 
ZzE R ,,?+i,F+~ P+,F-~ Jo )i -~*-ir (E,,,-E-$W 
1 
s 
09 + 62 1 -- 
2ni Co2 6, % - 0.1’ - iz (Ed- E-fi:) di + PA., ~1 
(3.27) 
with 
lP,(X? z)l <E (3.28) 
for x E M and r > 0. Since b has been chosen such that properties (ii) and 
(iii) hold, we have 
- ir 
(EA-E-&d3, <2& (3.29) 
for x E M and r > 0. Using (3.29) and (iv’), we conclude from (3.27)-(3.28) 
that 
1 1 
zi s Q %-u2-iiz (Efi---&Jl 
=R cu+irF+& P+oF 
-& (L-E-,) 6::’ ;-~-ir+~s(-.4 (3.30) 
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with 
lPdX7 T)l < 4s (3.31) 
for x E M and r > 0. Inserting (3.30)-(3.31) into (3.25)-(3.26), we obtain 
(3.32) 
with 
lpdx, t, ~11 < 6~ (3.33) 
for XEM, tat2 and O<T<Z,. Note that Rc~u2+rrF-+E, as ~10, since 
R,z+iTF=E,,,, with K(z)‘=cIJ~+ iT and Im K(z)>O by (2.8) and since 
E,(x) depends analytically on K in the neighborhood of w for every XEQ. 
Furthermore, we have 
s <I2 + 62 d’ 02-~, A-02-h =h(l+$)-ln(l-$)+7ri+O(ij asr10 
(cf. [16, (4.32) ff.]). Thus we can perform the limit 710 in (3.32k(3.33), so 
that 
(3.34) 
with 
IP,&> t)l d 6~ (3.35) 
for XEM and t 2 t,. Inserting (3.34)-(3.35) into (3.22) and observing (v’) 
and (3.24), we obtain 
P+,P-~C_,+e~“‘E,,+p(-,t) (3.36) 
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with 
for x E M and t 3 t,. This implies that 
(3.37) 
E(., t)= t+-$ P+oF-A C-,+e-‘“‘E,+o(l) 
( > 
as t-em (3.38) 
uniformly in every compact subset M of s2. Formula (3.38) describes the 
asymptotic behavior of the solution E(x, t) of (1.3) in the special case 
G,=G, =O. 
Now we consider arbitrary initial values Go, G, subject to the conditions 
(2.1) and (2.2). In this case also the first two terms in (2.4), 
E’(., t) = Joa cos ,/;i td(P,G,) (3.39) 
and 
&t E2(., t)=JoX smG d(P,G,L (3.40) 
have to be taken into account. Consider as above a given compact subset 
A4 of Sz and a prescribed E > 0. By Lemma 3.1, we can choose an a > 0 such 
that 
and 
d(P,G,) 
1 I 
(x) <E 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
for every x E A4 and every t > 0. The argument, leading to (3.7), implies 
j; cos &I td(P,G,) 
=P+oGo+~~~cos~@~~G&E~~[Go])dl, (3.43) 
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and 
W&Cl -E-&%1) d. (3.44) 
The improper integrals on the right-hand sides of (3.43) and (3.44) 
converge by (3.8). It follows from (3.8) that 
sin & t 
2ni fi 
bQCG,I -K~CG,I) 
sin &. t 
=;f; C-1 CC,] T + pt.3 1, t) (3.45) 
with 
P(X> A t) = O(l) as AJO (3.46) 
uniformly for (x, t) E A4 x [0, co), where C-, [G, l(x) denotes the residuum 
of E,[G,](x) in agreement with (2.15). Choose BE (0, a!) such that 
(3.47) 
in A4 and 
for x E M and t > 0. Furthermore, choose to > 0 such that 
B sin J;i t 
; C-,[G,I (j. ,--+ (3.49) 
for x E M and t 2 to. By (3.39k(3.49), we obtain 
E’(., t)=P+oGo+& 
(3.48) 
with 
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for XEM and t>,O and 
E2(., t)=rP+,G,+f C_,[G,] 
(E~CG,I-E-~:CG,l)d~+p,(., t) (3.52) 
with 
IP2k t)l < 3E (3.53) 
for x E A4 and t >, to. By substituting A= p2 and performing an integration 
by parts, it can be shown that the integrals in (3.50) and (3.52) converge to 
0 as t -+ co uniformly in M. Thus (3.50)-(3.53) yield 
E’(., t)=P+,G,+o(l) as t+co (3.54) 
and 
E*(., t)=tP+,G,-iC_,[GJ$o(l) as t-+cc (3.55) 
uniformly in every compact subset M of Sz. 
Combining the estimate (3.38) for the special case G,,= G, =0 with 
(3.54) and (3.55), we obtain: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let E(x, t) be the solution of the initial and boundary 
value problem (1.3) for the exterior domain Q with o > 0 and assume that 
the data are subject to the conditions (2.1) and (2.2). Then E satisfies the 
estimate 
E(~,t)=tE’l’+E(o)+e-iw’E,[F]+o(l) as t-+oO (3.56) 
uniformly in every compact subset of Q with 
E(l) = p +o(;F+G,) 
and 
E(O) = p +o($ F+G,)-iC-, [i F+G,], 
(3.57) 
(3.58) 
where E, [F] is the solution of the exterior boundary value problem (1.7), 
P+. is the projection of L2(Q) onto the null space N(A) of A, studied in [14, 
Sect. 33, and C-,[F](x) is the residuum of the analytical continuation of the 
function K + E,[F](x) at K = 0. 
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COROLLARY. Zf F+ iwG, E N(A)‘, then (3.56) reduces to 
a.7 t) = p+o (-$ F+G,)+e-““E,,,[F]+o(l) as t+oO. 
In particular, E satisfies the principle of limiting amplitude (1.10) if and only 
tf F+ iwG, and F+ w2G, belong to N(A)‘. 
The Corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorems 2.2 and 3.1. As 
shown in Section 2, the fields EC” and EC’) are solutions of the 
homogeneous boundary value problem (1.6). Note that E(x, t) increases as 
t -P cc with order t if F= 0 and G, $ N(A)‘. If F= 0, then E(x, t) decays 
uniformly in compact subsets of Q (“local decay property”) if and only if 
the initial data Go and G, belong to N(A)‘. 
The whole analysis of this section applies also to the corresponding 
“magnetic” problem (1.4), and we obtain in analogy to Theorem 3.1: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let H(x, t) be the solution of the initial and boundary 
value problem (1.4) and assume that the data are subject to the conditions 
(2.1) and (2.3). Then H sati$es the estimate 
H(., t)=tH”‘+H’“‘+e-i”‘HWIF]+o(l) ast+co (3.59) 
untformly in every compact subset of Q with 
H(l) = p’ +o(& F+G) 
and 
H(o) = p’ ..($ F+G,,)-iD-, [kF+G,], (3.61) 
where H,[F] is the solution of the exterior boundary value problem (2.75) 
P’+. is the projection of L,(Q) onto the null space N(A’) of A’, studied in 
[14, Sect. 43, and D-, [F](x) is the residuum of the analytical continuation 
of the function K -+ H,[F](x) at K = 0. 
COROLLARY. Zf F+ iwGl E N(A’)‘, then (3.59) reduces to 
H(., t) = P’+O ($F+G,)+e~““‘H,[F]+o(l) as t+cO. 
In particular, H satisfies the principle of limiting amplitude tf and only tf 
F+ iwG, and F+ w2Go belong to N(A’)‘. 
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H(O) and H(r) are solutions of the homogeneous boundary value 
problem 
dH(j)=OinQ, nx(VxH”‘)=O and n.H(j)=Oon&?. (3.62) 
By using Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.5, the estimates in the Corollaries to 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 can be extended to bounded subsets of 6. As a first 
step in this direction, we show: 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold and that, 
in addition, F and G, belong to N(A)l. Then there exists, for any given 
bounded subset M of 0, a C > 0 such that 1 E(x, t)l < C for every x E M and 
every t 20. A similar statement holds for the solution H(x, t) of the initial 
and boundary value problem (1.4). 
Proof Since P,,F=O, (3.7) reduces to 
I= ‘b(k t) d(P,F) = & j-; $(-I, t)(Efi - E-$) dA. 
0 
Let A4 be a given bounded subset of 0. By (2.5) and Lemma 2.4, we have 
$(A t)(Evfi - E-J = WA-“‘) as 110 uniformly with respect to x and t 
in M x [0, cc ). Thus we can choose a fl E (0, 02) such that 
$(A, t) 4P.F) (XI < 1 1 I 
for XE M and t 20. Now choose a 6 with O< 6 ~20 such that 
6, : = 6(20 - 6) satisfies the inequality p<C024,, and set 
d2 := 6(20 + 6). By [16, (3.19)], the function II(t), introduced in (3.18), is 
bounded in [0, co). Furthermore, the estimate (3.20) holds uniformly in M 
by Lemma 2.5. Hence 
1 
I 
co2 +62 
=Ki <o”-6, tit%, Wfi-Kfi)d%=& (E,-E_,,,)z,(t) 
‘h(k t)C(Efi-E,)-(E-~-E-,)] dL 
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is bounded in Mx [0, co) by (2.5) and Lemma 2.5. The remaining integrals 
are bounded in A4 x [0, co) by Lemma 3.1. This completes the discussion of 
the third term in (2.4). It follows from Lemma 2.4 by the same argument 
that also the first two terms E’(x, t) and E*(x, t) in (2.4) are bounded in 
Mx [O, co). 
By refining the above argument, it can be shown that the estimates in the 
Corollaries to Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 hold uniformly in every bounded 
subset of 0. We omit the details. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC ESTIMATES FOR MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS 
In this section we apply the Corollaries to Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 to the 
discussion of the asymptotic behavior of the solution (E, H) of the initial 
and boundary value problem (1.11) for Maxwell’s equations. In analogy to 
(2.1)-(2.3) we assume that 
E,,H,,JEc=+~),~s~Ec~, 
E,(x) = H,(x) = J(x) = 0 for 1x1 >a, 
nxAkE,=nx(VxAkH,)=nxAkJ=O, 
(4.1) 
V~AkEo=n~AkH,=V~AkJ=O on asz 
for k = 0, 1, . . . and a suitable a > 0. By [ 131, these assumptions imply that 
problem ( 1.11) has a uniquely determined solution E, HE Cm(Q x [O, co)). 
The assumptions (4.1) can be relaxed if only finite differentiability proper- 
ties of the solutions are required. Note that n. H does not depend on t, 
since(a/at)n.H=-n.(VxE)=V,.(nxE)=Oby(l.ll).Thusthesecond 
boundary condition n . H= 0 on X2 follows immediately from the 
assumption n . Ho = 0 in (4.1). 
It follows as in [ 17) (cf. [ 17, formulas (4.3)-(4.6) and (4.10)-(4.12)] and 
[ 12, Sect. 23) that E is given by 
E=El+E*, (4.2) 
where E’ and E* are the solutions of the initial and boundary value 
problems 
afE’-AE’+7“e-i”’ in Qx (0, co), 
nxE’=O, V.E’=O on a52, 
E’(x, 0)= E,(x), a,E’(x, O)=Vx H,(x)- J(x) 
(4.3) 
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and 
a;E= - AE’= F= in 52x(0, Go), 
nxE==O,V.E==O on ai2, 
E2(X, 0) = a,E=(X, 0) = 0 
with 
F’ := icoJ-i V(V.J), 
F2:=V[V-&J-E-,)]. 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
We show that the data F:= F’, Go:= E, and G1 :=VxH,-J of the 
initial and boundary value problem (4.3) satisfy (2.1)-(2.2). In fact: The 
elementary identity 
AA=V(V.A)-Vx(VxA) (4.6) 
implies that the vector Laplacian commutes with the operators V. and V x : 
V.(AA)=A(V.A),Vx(AA)=A(VxA). (4.7) 
It follows from (4.1) and (4.7) that 
nxAk[V(VJ)]= n x V(V . A&J) = n x V,(V . AkJ) = 0 
on aQ, where V, = V - na/an denotes the surface gradient on XJ. Further- 
more, we have by (4.1) and (4.7) 
V.Ak[V(V.J)]=Ak+‘(V.J)=O, 
nxAk(VxHo)=nx(VxAkH,)=O, 
V.Ak(V~Ho)=V.(VxAkHo)=O 
on %2. These relations, together with (4.1), show that the data in (4.3) 
satisfy the assumptions (2.1)-( 2.2), so that Theorem 3.1 can be applied to 
the discussion of (4.3). Note that 
1 
T- 
1w 
F+G,=;F1+VxH,J=-$V(V-J)+VxH, 
by (4.5). Hence the Remark after Theorem 2.2 implies 
f’+o(;F+G,)=$ P+,(V(V.J))+P+,,(Vx H,)=o, 
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since V. J vanishes on %2 by (4.1). Thus it follows from the Corollary to 
Theorem 3.1 that 
E’(., t)=P+o (~F’+E,)+e~““E.,[F1]+o(l) as t+co. 
Using (4.5) and the Remark after Theorem 2.2, we conclude that 
+0(l) as t-+co. (4.8) 
The initial and boundary value problem (4.4) can be reduced to the 
scalar problem 
a+Au=f in R x (0, co), 
u=o on ai-2, (4.9) 
u(x, 0) = ap(x, 0) = 0 
with 
f:= v.(d J-E,). 
In fact: If u is the solution of (4.9), then 
E=:= Vu (4.11) 
is the solution of (4.4). Note that V . E2 = Au = a:u - f = 0 on &Q, since f 
vanishes on XJ by (4.10) and (4.1). In analogy to (2.4)-(2.5) the solution 
of (4.9) is given by 
5 1 -cos($ t) 
4.Y t)= j. 1 4Pif ), (4.12) 
where Pi is the spectral family of the self-adjoint extension A’ of the scalar 
Laplacian -A with respect to the Dirichlet condition u =0 on 8.0, 
defined by 
D(A’) := {UE~#~): ALkL,(S2)}, 
A’U:= -AU for UE D(A’). 
(4.13) 
Since Akf =0 for k=O, 1, . . . by (4.10) and (4.1), it follows from the 
regularity theory for the Dirichlet problem as in [ 13, Sect. 83 that 
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UE Cocl(D x [0, co)). In analogy to (2.6), the spectral family Pj. of A’ is 
given by 
(P:/)(x)=& ji (Qul- u Jdfl)(x) Lb 
0 
(4.14) 
for J. b 0 and x E 6, where U, = U,[ f ] is the solution of the exterior boun- 
dary value problem 
AUi,+u2U,= -f in 52, 
u,=o on asz, (4.15) 
UK=O(t), (-$-iic)UK=O($) asr=Ixl+co. 
As shown in [S], U, depends analytically on K in the closed half-plane 
Im K > 0, including the origin K = 0. The argument, used in [ 15, (4.39)- 
(4.45)] for the two-dimensional case, implies u(x, t) -+ U,(x) as t -+ co 
uniformly in every compact subset of Q. Furthermore, similar estimates can 
be derived for arbitrary derivatives of u with respect o the spatial variables 
by applying the counterpart of [ 17, Lemma 4.11 for exterior domains. In 
particular, we obtain by (4.11) 
E2(x, t) -+ VU,(x) as t-+03 (4.16) 
uniformly in every compact subset of I2. Combining (4.8) and (4.16) we 
get 
E(x, t) = E(O)(x) + e-‘“‘E,(x) + o( 1) as t+oO (4.17) 
uniformly in every compact subset of Q with 
and 
E(O) := p +o(Eo-; J)+VUo 
EC,,:= E, iwJ--iV(V.J) . 
I 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
By (4.19), E,, is the solution of the boundary value problem 
AE,, + 02E, = & V(V . J) - ioJ in Q, 
nxE,=O,V.E,,=O on asz, (4.20) 
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By taking the divergence and observing (4.1), it follows from (4.20) that 
v:= V.(Ew-k J) 
is a solution of the homogeneous boundary value problem 
dV+w2V=0 in Q, 
v=o on an. 
V=O(i), (z--i-> V=o(+) as r=JxI+co, 
so that Rellich’s uniqueness theorem for the reduced wave equation in 
exterior domains implies V= 0, and hence 
VE,,=; V.J. 
Inserting (4.21) into (4.20), we obtain by (4.6) 
Em=f iV(V.J)-iw/+Vx(VxE,)-V(V.E,) 
I 1 
=; J-;Vx(VxE,) 
I 
=; (J-VxH,) 
with 
H,:=&xE,. 
10 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
Thus the field (E,, H,) defined by (4.19) and (4.22) coincides with the 
uniquely determined solution of the exterior boundary value problem 
(1.14) for the time-independent Maxwell equations. 
Now we want to give a unique characterization of the static term E(O) 
appearing in the estimate (4.17). Recall that the fields A,, . . . . A, introduced 
in (2.55)-(2.56) form a basis of N(A). Hence 
A:= P+,(Eo-; J) 
satisfies VxA=O, V.A=O in Q, nxA=O on aQ, and A=O(r-*) as 
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r= 1x1 + co. This, together with (4.18), (4.10), and (4.15) (with x=0), 
implies 
VxE(O)=O, V.E@=V.(Eo-A J) in s2, 
n x E’O’ = 0 on asz, (4.23) 
E(O)=0 L 
0 r2 as r = 1x1 + 00. 
In order to obtain a unique characterization of E(O), we have to specify the 
charge integrals 
s n .E(O) dS (j= 1, . ..) n) .% 
over the connected components S,, . . . . S, of dQ. Let S,, be the outer 
parallel surface of Sj With distance 6, 
Since the fields E, and H,, defined by (4.19) and (4.22) are solutions of 
(1.14), we have 
VxH,+iwE,=J in Q. 
Hence the integral theorem of Stokes, applied to the closed surface S,,a, 
implies for sufficiently small 6 > 0 
s 1 n.E,dS=y I n. JdS (j= 1, . . . . n). SJ.6 WJ s,,a 
Note that the estimate (4.17) holds uniformly on S,,,. Inserting (4.24) into 
(4.17), we obtain 
[s,a n.E(., t)dS=j n.E’O’dS+~ 1 n.JdS 
%a S/.6 
+0(l) as t-co. 
Since (E, H) is a solution of (1.1 1 ), we have 
(4.25) 
J 1 =Vx H(., t), 
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so that a second application of the integral theorem of Stokes shows that 
J dS 
1 
does not depend on t. In particular, we get 
J]dS= js,,b .+5,-; J),. 
This, in conjunction with (4.25), implies 
I s,d 
n-E’“‘dS=j+ n.(E,-; J)dS 
for sufficiently small 6 > 0. Taking the limit 6 -+ 0, we obtain 
s S, ..E(“)d,S=js,n.(Eo-; J)dS (j=l,...,n). (4.26) 
By [lo, Lemma 151, the field E (‘) is uniquely determined by the properties 
(4.23) and (4.26). In particular, E(O) vanishes if and only if 
V.(E,-k J)=O in Q 
and 
js,rz.(Eo-iJ)dS==O forj=l,..., n. 
(4.27) 
Thus we conclude from (4.17) that E(x, t) satisfies the principle of limiting 
amplitude if and only if (4.27) and (4.28) hold. As noted in Section 1, 
(4.27) is equivalent with the third Maxwell equation V. E = p with 
p=(l/iw)V.Je-‘“‘, since V.E-p does not depend on t by (1.11). 
Now we turn to the discussion of the asymptotic behavior of the 
magnetic field H(x, t) as t + co. It follows as in [ 171 (cf. [ 17, formulas 
(4.7)-(4.9) and (4.13)-(4.15)] and [12, Sect. 21) that H is given by 
H=H’+H’, (4.29) 
where H ’ and H 2 are solutions of the initial and boundary value problems 
a;H’ -AH’ = F3e-‘u’ in 52 x (0, cc), 
n.H’=O, nx(VxH’)=O on asz, (4.30) 
H’(x,O)=H,(x), a,H’(x,O)= -VxE,(x) 
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and 
with 
a;H2 - AH2 = F4 in Q x (0, oo), 
n.H’=O, nx(VxH*)=O on aa, 
H*(~,0)=a,H*(x,0)=0 
(4.31) 
F3:=VxJ, F4:=-V(V.Ho). (4.32) 
By (4.1), (4.6), and (4.7), we have on aQ 
nx(VxAkF3)=nx[VxAk(V~J)]=nx[Vx(VxAkJ)] 
=nx[V(V.AkJ)]-nxAk+‘J 
=nx [V,(V.AkJ)]=O 
and 
n.AkF3=n.Ak(VxJ)=n.(VxAkJ)= -V,.(~XA~J)=O. 
Replacing J by E,, we obtain by the same calculation 
nx[VxAk(VxEo)]=O and n.Ak(VxEo)=O 
on dQ. Hence the data F:=F3=VxJ, G,:= H, and G,:=-VxE, 
satisfy the assumptions (2.1) and (2.3), so that the discussion of the initial 
and boundary value problem (4.30) can be based on Theorem 3.2. Since 
F + ioG, = V x (J - iwE,) and n x (J - id&) = 0 by (4.1), the Remark after 
Theorem 2.4 implies F+ iwG, E N(A’)‘. Thus it follows from the Corollary 
to Theorem 3.2 that 
H’(., t)=P’+0((l/~2V~J+Ho) 
+eP’“‘H,[VxJ]+o(l)as t-to~. 
Since P’+O(V x J) = 0 by (4.1) and the Remark after Theorem 2.4, the last 
estimate can be rewritten as 
H’(., t)=P’+,H,+e-‘“‘H,[VxJ]+o(l) as t-co. (4.33) 
The initial and boundary value problem (4.31) can be reduced to the 
scalar problem 
a:o-Av=g in 52 x (0, cc ), 
au %=a on asz, 
u(x, 0) = a,v(x, 0) = 0 
(4.34) 
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with 
g:= -V.H,. (4.35) 
In fact: If u is the solution of (4.34), then 
H2:=Vv (4.36) 
is the solution of (4.31). The solution of (4.34) is given by 
4.9 [,=I 
cr2 1 - cos($ t) 
A W’: gh 0 
(4.37) 
where P: is the spectral family of the self-adjoint extension A2 of the scalar 
Laplacian -A with respect o the Neumann condition au/an = 0 on &2. In 
analogy to [ 12, Sect. 31, A2 can be obtained by setting 
s:= (f~c”(~):af/an=oonasz; 
f, a,f, a,a,f= O(r-‘) as r= 1x1 -+ CO}, 
V : = (FE H’(Q): There exists a sequence { fk} 
in S such that l/F-fkll, -+ 0}, 
D(A2):= {UE V: AUEL.~(Q) and 
(AU,f)=(U, Af) foreveryfES}, 
A2U:= -AU if UeD(A2). 
By (4.1), (4.6), (4.7), and (4.35), we have 
f Akg= -$ Ak(v.Ho)= -gv.dkHo 
= -n.[V(V.AkHo)]= -n.Ak+‘Ho-n.[Vx(VxAkHo)] 
=V,.[nx(VxAkHo)]=O 
for k=O, 1,2, . . . . Thus it follows from the regularity theory for the 
Neumann problem as in [13, Sect. 81 that UE Cm(Qx [O, co)). In analogy 
to (2.6) and (4.14), the spectral family P: of A2 is given by 
(4.38) 
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for 130 and XE a, where V, = V,[g] is the solution of the exterior 
Neumann problem 
A v, + ?a, = -g in Q, 
; v/,=0 on asz, (4.39) 
VK=O(+), (t-k) VK=O(-$) asr=Ixj-+oo. 
In contrast to the two-dimensional case studied in [ 15, Sect. 31, V, is 
analytic in K also at K = 0, so that the argument, used in [15, 
(4.39)(4.45)] in the case of the exterior Dirichlet problem in two 
dimensions, can be applied to the exterior Neumann problem in three 
dimensions. This yields u(x, t) + V,(x) as t -+ co uniformly in every 
compact subset of Q. Using the counterpart of [ 17, Lemma 4.11 for the 
exterior Neumann problem, we obtain by (4.36) 
H2(X, t) -W,(x) ast-rco (4.40) 
uniformly in every compact subset of R, where V, is the solution of (4.39) 
for K = 0. Combining (4.33) and (4.40), we get 
H(x, t) = H(O)(x) + e -‘Ho(x) + o( 1) as t-+oo 
uniformly in every compact subset of D with 
H(O) := P’,,HO+VVO 
and 
H, := H,[VxJ]. 
By (4.43), H, is the solution of the boundary value problem 
AH,+o*H,= -VxJ in 52, 
n.H,=O, nx(VxH,)=O on asz, 
Hm=O(~),(g-ico)H,=o(~) asr=jxl-,m. 
By (4.1) and (4.44), we have on 852 
~(V.H,,)=~.[V(V.H..,)]=~.AH~+~.[VX(V~H,)] 
= -o*n.H,-n(VxJ)+n.[Vx(VxH,)] 
=V,.[nxJ-nx(VxH,)]=O. 
(4.41) 
(4.42) 
(4.43) 
(4.44) 
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Hence it follows from (4.44), by taking the divergence, that W := V. H, is 
a solution of the homogeneous boundary value problem 
AW+w2W=0 in 52, 
$ w=o on asz, 
W=O(t), (g--i-> W=o(i) asr=Ixj+m, 
so that Rellich’s uniqueness theorem implies 
V. H,=O. 
Inserting (4.45) into (4.44), we obtain by (4.6) 
H,=L [-VxJ+Vx(VxH,)]=&E, 
co2 io 
with 
Ew:=; (J-VxH,,,). 
(4.45) 
Thus the field (E,, H,) defined by (4.43) and (4.46) is a solution of the 
time-independent Maxwell equations 
VxE,-ioH,=O, VxH,+ioH,=J. (4.47) 
By (4.1) and (4.44), E, satisfies the boundary condition n x E, = 0 on 852. 
Furthermore, since J= 0 for 1x1 > a, the representation of the solution H, 
of (4.44) by surface potentials and volume potentiais over the interior of 
852 (cf. [14, Sect. 51) shows that also E, satisfies Sommerfeld’s radiation 
condition. Hence (E,, H,) is the uniquely determined solution of the 
boundary value problem ( 1.14). 
Now we want to discuss the static term H(O) appearing in the estimate 
(4.41). Recall that a basis of N(A’) is given by the fields B,, . . . . B,, defined 
by (2.81~(2.83). It follows from (2.81)-(2.83) and [14, (3.3)] that 
Vx B,=O, V. Bi=O in Q, 
n.B,=O on as-2, (4.48) 
B,=O ; 
0 
as r= 1x1 + co 
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This, together with (4.42) (4.35) and (4.39) (for K = 0) implies 
VxH’O’=O V.H’O’=V.H 9 0 in Q, 
n.ff(O)=o on a4, (4.49) 
1 H(o)=0 - 0 r2 as r = 1x1 + ~0. 
In the following we shall give a unique characterization of the field 
H”’ under the additional assumption that p open smooth surfaces 
ST, ..,) s; c D with smooth boundaries C,*, . . . . C: c X2 can be found such 
that Q’ : = 52 - ST - . - S,* is simply connnected in the sense that every 
closed curve in s2’ can be continuously deformed into a point within Q’. 
The surface S,* serves to close the jth handle of Q. Let D,+ be the domain 
between Si and the outer parallel surface Si,b of S, with drstance 6, 
and set 
D 1.6 := (x + m(x): x E s,, 0 c t < 6), 
Q,:= Q-D1,6- ... -Dn,6, 
qs:= s;~d2~, cfa:= asps (j= 1, . . ..p). 
For sufficiently small 6 >0, S;k6 is a smooth open surface with smooth 
boundary CF,. Applying the integral theorem of Stokes, we conclude from 
(4.47) that 
(4.50) 
Since the estimate (4.41) holds uniformly on ST&, it follows from (4.41) and 
(4.50) that 
+0(l) as t-boo. (4.51) 
Consider a given E > 0. Since H(x, t) is bounded in M x [0, cx) for every 
bounded subset M of fi by Lemma 3.2 and since n x E, = 0 on ST, we can 
find a 6 > 0 such that 
n.H(.,t)dS- js; n.H(.,t)dSi 
+ n.H”‘dS- n.H”“dSI +f Ijc;a E;tdsi <c 
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for every t>O. By (l.ll), we have 
d 
z s; f 
n. HdS= - j-s; n.(VxE)dS= -f. E.tds=O, 
Cl 
so that 
fs; n.H(., t)ds=j n.H,,ds. 
s: 
(4.52) 
Inserting (4.52) into the last estimate, we obtain 
5 n.H,dS- f n.H”)dS s: s: 
= jsT6 n.H(., t)dS-j 
s;* 
n.H’oldS-s/ E,.tds+p(t) (4.53) 
CT6 
with /p(t)1 <E for every t > 0. By (4.51), there exists a to > 0 such that the 
absolute value of the right-hand side of (4.53) is less than 2s for t 2 to. 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, this implies 
f n.H’“‘dS= f n.H,dS s: (j= 1, . . ..p). s; (4.54) 
The field H(O) is uniquely determined by the properties (4.49) and (4.54). 
This has been verified in the case of the corresponding interior boundary 
value problem in [l 1 ] (cf. Cl 1, Satz 2.21). The proof can be immediately 
extended to the exterior problem considered here, by observing that the 
potential cp of A, used in the proof of [ll, Satz 2.23, can be chosen 
such that cp= O(r-i) as r= 1x1 -+ co, since A = O(r-*) as r--r co. The 
uniqueness statement implies that Ho vanishes if and only if 
and 
V.H,=O in L? (4.55) 
f n.H,dS=O for j = 1, . . . . p. (4.56) s; 
In particular, it follows from (4.41) that H(x, t) satisfies the principle of 
limiting amplitude if and only if (4.55) and (4.56) hold. Since V. H(x, t) 
does not depend on t by (l.ll), property (4.55) is equivalent to the fourth 
Maxwell equation V . H = 0. 
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We collect the results of this section in the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (E, H) be the solution of the initial and boundary 
value problem (1.11) and assume that the data are subject to the conditions 
(4.1). Then (E, H) satisfies the estimate 
(E, H)(., t)=(E”‘, H(‘))+e-‘“‘(E,, H,)+o(l) ast+oo 
untformly in every compact subset of s2, where E(O) is the uniquely deter- 
mined solution of the electrostatic problem (4.23) and (4.26), H(O) is the uni- 
quely determined solution of the magnetostatic problem (4.49) and (4.54), 
and (E,, H,,) is the uniquely determined solution of the exterior boundary 
value problem (1.14) for the time-independent Maxwell equations. The static 
part (E , (” H(O)) vanishes if and only tf the data E,, Ho and J satisfy the con- 
ditions (4.27)-(4.28) and (4.55)-(4.56), where S,, . . . . S, are the connected 
components of asz, p=pl f ... +pn denotes the topological genus of 
dQ = S, + ... + S,, and ST, . . . . S: are open surfaces closing the handles 
of an 
If J=O, then properties (4.27)-(4.28) and (4.55)-(4.56) yield necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the decay of the solution (E, H) of (1.11) in 
arbitrary compact subsets of 52 (“local decay property”). 
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